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Abstract

An alternative-grating gated AlGaN/GaN field-effect
transistor (FET) is proposed by considering the slit regions
to be covered by a highly doped semiconductor acting as
supplemental gates. The plasmonic resonant absorption
spectra are studied at THz frequencies using the FDTD
method. The simulated results show that the 2DEGs, under
supplemental gates, modulated by a positive voltage, can
make the excitation of the plasmon modes under metallic
fingers more efficient in comparison to ungated regions in
common slit grating gate transistors.

dimension [4,13]. The frequency-dependent conductivity based
on the Drude model is embedded into the solver [4]. In the
simulation, the recursive convolution methods are used to
handle dispersive media [14]. Additionally, periodic boundary
conditions are imposed in the x direction for the grating gates,
while perfect matched layers are imposed in the y direction.
III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
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The terahertz (THz) response of field-effect transistors
(FETs) with a periodic metal grating gate has been widely
investigated [1-7]. The metal grating gate placed in close
proximity to the two dimensional (2D) electron channel is an
efficient coupler between plasmons and THz radiation [8].
However, the gated plasmons are still weakly coupled to THz
radiation due to the strong screening effect of the gate
electrode [9,10]. Popov et al. have demonstrated that the ungated
regions of the common 2D electron channel play an important
role of electric vibrators in efficiently exciting gated plasmons
[9]
. In their work, the ungated regions are replaced by lateral
metal contacts [9,11]. Higher order plasmon resonances up to a
frequency of 15 THz are obtained and the absorption strength
approaches the maximum of 0.25. The reason is that the
electron liquid in lateral metal contacts is much more “rigid”
than that of in the 2DEGs. So, the side metal contacts are more
efficient electric vibrators to excite the gated plasmons.
Therefore, we design the alternative-grating gated AlGaN/GaN
field-effect transistors by considering the slit regions of the
structure to be covered by a highly doped semiconductor as
supplemental gates. Thus, the supplemental gates can be used
to make the “ungated” 2DEGs be more “rigid” than the 2DEGs
under vacuum slit by applying the positive voltages.
II. SIMULATION MODELS
The electromagnetic wave solver “EMLAB” from
“Sentaurus” has been used for the calculation of the 2D FDTD
method. According to the standard Yee algorithm [12],
Maxwell’s equations are differentiated in the time–space
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Figure 1. The schematic of alternative-grating gated AlGaN/GaN
FETs. The THz wave is incident from the top side with the
polarization of electric field being vertical to the gate fingers.

Figure 1 shows the schematic of AlGaN/GaN FETs with the
alternative-grating gates (AGGs). Compared with the common
slit-grating gates (SGGs), our slit regions are occupied by a
highly doped semiconductor as supplemental gates. The
metallic (yellow, 1 μm wide) and supplemental (green, 0.1 μm
wide) gated fingers are arranged alternatively to fully cover the
barrier, but not fully screen the channel due to the semiscreened characteristic of doped semiconductor material. Here,
the doped semiconductor material, as the supplemental gate, is
highly doped GaN and the doping concentration is 2×1018 cm-3.
The voltage applied to the metallic gate can be transferred to
the supplemental gate due to the Ohmic contact boundary
between the metallic and supplemental finger. With this type of
grating gate, the density of all the channel electrons can be
modulated uniformly. Other parameters of AlGaN/GaN FETs
are used in calculations as follows: areal density of 2DEGs at
zero gate voltage N0 = 1.87 × 1013 cm−2, electron relaxation
time τ = 2.27 × 10−13 s [9], electron effective mass m* = 0.2m0,
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barrier thickness d = 10 nm and barrier permittivity εb = 9 [9].
The gold fingers with electric conductivity 4.1×107 S·m-1 are
considered as the perfectly conductive strips.
Figure 2 shows the THz absorption spectra of AlGaN/GaN
FETs for AGGs (solid lines) with the gate voltage 0V. For the
convenience of comparison, the absorption spectrum for
common SGGs (dashed line) is also calculated. It can be seen
from Fig. 2 that the absorption strengths of S1 to S3 for the
common SGGs are higher than that for AGGs. However, the
absorption strengths of S4 to S6 for the common SGGs are
lower than that for AGGs. The reason is that for the lower
order plasmon modes, the carrier screening effect of
supplemental gates for the doping semiconductor causes the
weakening of the coupling of the gated plasmons to the THz
radiation. But, for the higher order plasmon modes, the high
resonant frequencies make the dipole oscillations very strong.
The supplemental gates between two adjoining metallic fingers
provide a good conductive path in which the electric fields of
dipole oscillation are well confined. Although the carrier
screening effect still exists, the near-field enhancement effect
is dominant and the absorption peaks are increased. The inset
shows the plasmon-induced electric field distribution of the
2nd resonant mode for the AGGs device.

Figure 2. THz absorption spectra for AGGs (solid lines) and SGGs
(dashed line) under 0V gate voltage. “S1” to “S6” are used to label the
resonant peaks.

Figure 3. THz absorption spectra for AGGs (solid lines) and SGGs
(dashed line) under 5V gate voltage. “S1” to “S5” are used to label the
resonant peaks.

Figure 3 shows the THz absorption spectra for AGG (solid
lines) and SGG (dashed line) with 5V gate voltage. For the

AGGs, the absorption strengths of S1 to S4 are very high and
approach the maximum absorbance of 0.25. For the SGGs,
only the peak values of S1 and S2 can be close to 0.25, and
then the absorption strength decreases rapidly with increasing
the resonant orders. Furthermore, the higher order plasmon
resonance S5 can also be excited for AGGs in comparison with
that for SGGs.
IV. CONCLUSION
The plasmonic resonant absorption spectra of AlGaN/GaN
FETs with an alternative-grating gate at THz frequencies using
the FDTD method have been calculated. The supplemental
gates are designed by covering the slit regions with a highly
doped semiconductor. The 2DEGs under the supplemental
gates, modulated by a positive voltage, can make the excitation
of the plasmon modes under the metallic gates more efficient.
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